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Today’s program:

 My part of the JWST program.

 Why are we here today?

 Why a new space telescope?

 Why is space exploration important?

 What will the JWST do?.

 JWST facts

 Whose behind the JWST?

 Challenge

 Amazing Science



My part of the JWST program



My Part – M&P

 I make parts from hi-tech materials

 I write the documents/booklets on how 

to build the parts.

 I train the technicians to use the 

documents and make the parts.

 I solve problems that arise during the 

making of the parts.

 I test and write lots of reports.



Inspiring the next generations

Elementary Students

Why we are here!



Why a new telescope?



Background – Hubble 27 years ago

 Hubble changed the way we see things.

 Show a couple of the pictures of the over 

1,000,000 images taken since 1990.



Some Whys of space exploration

 Understanding the universe we live in.

 Spin-offs – benefits to us now: products 

and services developed with the help of 

NASA.

 Well-known products include but not limited 

to are; memory foam, freeze-dried food, 

firefighting equipment, emergency blankets, 

Dustbusters, cochlear implants, and 

Speedo’s LZR Racer swimsuits to name a 

few.



What will JWST do?

 It will see back in time farther than any 

other telescope in history.

 It will watch the first galaxies and stars 

form.

 It will hunt for distant habitable planets 

by peering into their atmospheres.



JWST telescope will see

13.6 billion years ago



JWST Facts



JWST facts:

 Operating temperatures from -423 F to 350 F

 The Hubble is as big as a school bus.

 Positioned in the L2 orbit, approximately 
1million miles from the earth or 4 times the 
distance from the earth to the sun

 The JWST will be launched aboard and Ariane 
rocket from French New Guiana in 2018.

 The JWST mirrors are coated with pure GOLD.

Hubble's primary mirror is about 8 ft. JWST mirrors 
(18) are over 21 ft and it is an Infrared telescope 
vs. visible light.



The who’s



Hundreds of parts make up the JWST.



The people it takes to 

build the sunshield

A large group behind the scenes – hundreds

My facility - Nexolve

Program manager

Finance/Business

Engineering

Documentation – photo and written

M&P – Materials & Processes

Testing

Quality Control

Logistics

Personnel

Design - CAD

Manufacturing

Administration

Hundreds of Scientists, Engineers, others



Thought for the day

 You are the sum of your life’s experiences. 
Everything you do helps make you the person you 
are – good and bad. 

 Therefore make good choices and pursue your 
dreams and work hard. It will pay off in the end

JWST will change the way we see the universe just like 
the Hubble Telescope. Will you be a part of history? It’s 
your choice! 

Contact:

John Cranston: john.cranston@t9lab.com for more 
information to see how you can get involved.

mailto:john.cranston@t9lab.com


Amazing

 Northrop Grumman JWST Deployment 

Sequence

 http://youtu.be/dlJtO7EbK-U

http://youtu.be/dlJtO7EbK-U


Let’s Build a telescope model



Reflection and Challenge

Reflection

 In 1969 the USA landed a man on the moon. That same year I 
graduated from High School. I had no idea what I wanted to be but I 
started by going to college.

 15 years later I was working at NASA helping build the Space Shuttle 
External Tank.

 37 years later I’m working on the James Webb Space Telescope.

Challenge

 Consider science or engineering as a career.

 It takes all kinds of talent to make a project of this size succeed.

 What will be your place in the history of space exploration?

 Which of you will be using the JWST in your research in school and 
work in the future.

 Start your journey today. Pay attention, follow instructions and seek 
excellence through your education, both in and out of school.

 Hundreds of students are joining this project to build JWST models but 
more importantly their future. We invite you to join the team.



Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center and the Advanced 

Visualization Laboratory at the National Center for 

Supercomputing Applications

Thanks and lets build a JWST model 


